LAGOS PHOTO 2017
“Regimes of Truth” - The 8th edition of the Annual LagosPhoto Festival 2017
(November 25th - December 15th)
Retraction: Ignore previous press release and artist list.
Between altitudes of authenticity and artifice
19th and 20th centuries’ most influential literary thinkers; Gustave Flaubert’s L’Empire de la Bêtis
(The Empire of Stupidity), Orwell’s concept of “doublethink” from his dystopian novel 1984, as
well as the writings of Foucault, Achebe and Huxley provide the rumination that have shaped the
8th edition of LagosPhoto Festival titled “Regimes of Truth”. We expound on pertinent ideas of
constructed realities and the relevance of legitimacy in our contemporary time, as seen through the
compelling work of some of our most celebrated and relevant artists.
We explore the various tensions between faith, reality and belief through smokescreens with ambivalence a dynamic intersection of photographic encounters featuring the most recent creative output
and world premier of the work by renowned award-winning artist, Samuel Fosso, whose new series
“Black Pope’ delves into the politics of religion in Africa and confronts its image dissimulations. We
rotate from one belief system to another; from religion to science with Where Will We Go? — Rising Seas as Dutch photographer Kadir van Lohuizen’s presents his compressive photo-essay that
explores the impact of human activity on global climate change with a focus on some of the world’s
most challenged cities.
There are two major historical events that continue to define the global visual representation of
Africa and both historic events happened here in Nigeria: the Nigeria Civil War, with the declaration
of the Nation state of Biafra and the Second World Black and African Festival of Arts and Culture
also known as FESTAC 77. The latter’s attempt to redress the damage done to the image and representation of Africa in the media clearly did not attain its full potential and LagosPhoto will explore
the legacy of FESTAC and the Nigeria Civil War.
This year’s lineup of exhibitions and events is expansively experiential in scope, transforming attendees from spectators to an integral part of the festival’s landscape. Apart from Fosso, LagosPhoto
will debut a number of new work, some produced on commission in partnership with LagosPhoto
like Osborne Macharia’s ‘No Touch Am’ 2017, Leonce Raphael Agbodgelou’s ‘Love and Fear
Woman’ 2017, Cristina De Middel’s ‘Unknown Soldier’ 2017. Cristina de Middel pays tribute to resilience and the power of feminism by paying homage to Fumilayo Kuti by referencing the tragic
military invasion of Fela’s home, Kalakuta Republic exactly 40 years ago. The eight edition of
LagosPhoto will be curated by Azu Nwagbogu with the curatorial support of a familiar curatorial
cast with Maria Pia Bernadoni and Mariella Franzoni and also the in-house AAF curatorial team with
Nguveren Ahua, Uche Nwalozie, Asibi Danjuma and Karimah Ashadu also contributing key roles to
mark this special edition of LagosPhoto Festival.

The Artists:
Lubabetu Abubakar (Nigeria)

Logor (Nigeria)

Mohammed Althoum (Sudan)

Bas Losekoot (Netherlands)

Bruno Barbey (Morocco/France)

Joel Lukhovoi (Kenya)

Alun Be (Senegal)

Osborne Macharia (Kenya)

François Beaurain (France)

Andrew Mageto (Kenya)

Jody Brand (South Africa)

David Magnusson (Sweden)

Owanto Berger (Spain)

Giya Makondo-Wills (South Africa/UK)

Joana Choumali (Cote D’Ivoire)

Leakey Nduati (Kenya)

Cristina De Middel (Spain)

Ruth Ossai (Nigeria/UK)

Medina Dugger (USA)

Eloghosa Osunde (Nigeria/USA)

Kadara Enyeasi (Nigeria)

Lorena Ros (Spain)

Jan Hoek (Holland)

Stephen Tayo (Nigeria)

Nadine Ijewere (Nigeria/UK)

Justine Tjalinks (Netherlands)

Seye Isikalu (Nigeria/UK)

Kadir van Lohuizen (Netherlands)

Ivan Forde (USA)

Dagmar Van Weeghel (Netherlands)

Samuel Fosso (Cameroon)

Sarah Waiswa (Kenya)

Keyezua (Angola)

Amina Zoubir (Algeria)

Francis Kokoroko (Ghana)

Nicola Lo Calzo (Italy)

Raphael Leonce Agbodgelou (Benin)

Wura-Natasha Ogunji (Nigeria/USA)

Micheal Gouken (Nigeria)

Abba Makama (Nigeria)

CJ 'Fiery' Obasi (Nigeria)

Winston Sylvans (Nigeria)

Venues:

African Artists’ Foundation, Wings Building, Gallery 16/16, The Studio by Polly Alakija,
Quintessence, Yaba College of Technology.

With thanks and appreciation to our partners and supporters

